With the development of Internet of Things (IoT) and communication technology, the number of next-generation IoT devices has increased explosively, and the delay requirement for content requests is becoming progressively higher. Fortunately, the edge-caching scheme can satisfy users' demands for low latency of content. However, the existing caching schemes are not smart enough. To address these challenges, we propose a human-like hybrid caching architecture based on the software defined edge cloud, which simultaneously considers the content popularity and the fine-grained user characteristics. Then, an optimization problem with a caching hit ratio as an optimization objective is formulated. To solve this problem, using reinforcement learning, we design a human-like hybrid caching algorithm. Extensive experiments show that compared with popular caching schemes, human-like hybrid caching schemes can improve the cache hit ratio by 20%.
INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of next-generation Internet of Things (IoT) applications, the delay requirements of users for content are becoming increasingly higher, such as virtual reality application [1] , [2] . However, due to the distance between the content server and users, high communication delay is caused, which can not meet the user's delay requirements [3] . Fortunately, with the introduction of edge cloud, content can be cached on edge cloud to satisfy the user's quality of service (QoE) [4] , [5] . This is because the edge cloud is very close to the user. Thus, research on edge caching has become one of the most popular research topics in the field of wireless communication [6] - [8] . Based on the content popularity, popular content can be cached on the edge cloud, which can effectively reduce congestion in the network link and request delay, thereby improving the user's QoE.
However, because the content popularity is dynamically changing, it is difficult to predict the content popularity, which results in the great challenge to find the optimal wireless edge caching strategy. At present, most current research use a single model to analyze the popularity of content. For example, Hefeeda et al. [9] show that the popularity of content conforms to an independent reference model (IRM). This model is widely used in most research to study the content popularity. However, the IRM does not take into account the dynamic nature of content popularity. Thus, not all user content requests conform to the IRM. To better describe content popularity, Ahmed et al. [10] propose the shot noise model (SNM) by studying the dynamic nature of user requests, and prove the correctness of SNM using real datasets. Some studies also try to design wireless edge caching strategies using the SNM model [11] , and the cache hit ratio is higher than IRM. For content popularity prediction, traditional research uses statistical information to make prediction. For example, Tan et al. [6] use a hypothetical test to study the distribution of user popularity preferences, and propose optimization models for different objectives to improve the gain of the proactive caching. Moreover, Golrezaei et al. [7] established a caching optimization problem to minimize the expected download time of files using caching helpers. Guo et al. [8] design a collaborative local caching strategy based on the heterogeneous file preferences. Christian et al. [12] propose the use of convolutional neural network to study classification and popularity prediction of music video, and design an proactive caching strategy which reduces the delay. However, these schemes are based on the known static distribution of popularity. In practice, the content popularity can not be known in advance, and the prediction algorithm is not necessarily able to successfully predict the popularity.
In consideration of time-varying characteristics in user content requests, Jiang et al. [13] propose an online user preference prediction algorithm that takes into account users' temporal users' temporal and spatial contents popularity in the fog radio access network. This algorithm can predict the future contents popularity in an area online (without being restricted by any type of contents) and track the change of popularity in real-time. Bharath et al. [14] propose an content popularity estimation method based on transfer learning in heterogenous small cell networks. Farahat et al. [15] utilize entropy for mobility management to determine the best proactive cache node and thus eliminate request redundancy, but this scheme leads to higher latency. However, these scheme do not take into account fine-grained characteristic of the content.
Furthermore, the fine-grained characteristic of the content requested by a user also exerts influence on the caching strategy. For example, the size of the content, the bandwidth requirement for the content transmission and the value of content [16] propose a proactive caching strategy based on context awareness. The algorithm can improve the cache hit ratio by observing the user's context information periodically and updating the cache contents. Spyropoulos et al. [18] determine the influence of user location on cached data through research on YouTube video data. Although the above research scheme considers the impact of user context information on the design of the caching scheme, it considers that user requests are only single time-varying. Thus, the content caching strategy described above considers a single content popularity model and does not take into account fine-grained content caching characteristic. The caching strategy is not smart enough. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a humanlike hybrid caching strategy based on the human cognitive memory model (i.e., combines recurrent and emergent cognitive memory with fine-grained characteristic of events). Specifically, we use the idea of software defined network (SDN) to implement the human-like hybrid content caching. In the software-defined edge cloud, the control plane is similar to the human brain, which can optimize the global content cache based on content fine-grained characteristic and popularity. That is, the controller periodically receives requests from the data plane and makes caching decisions based on learning about the data.
Furthermore, based on the software-defined edge cloud, we first propose a human-like hybrid caching architecture. In this architecture, we consider not only the content popularity (i.e, the user request that conforms to IRM of static distribution and the user request that conforms to SNM of dynamic distribution), but also the influence of the fine-grained characteristics of content. Then, we present an optimization problem aiming at maximizing the cache hit ratio and solve it using human-like hybrid caching algorithm. Finally, experiments are given to verify the human-like hybrid caching scheme.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Based on the software-defined edge cloud, we first propose the concept of human-like hybrid caching. Then, we give the human-like hybrid caching architecture which includes data collection module and human-like learning module. In the learning module, we consider not only the learning of content popularity (i.e., IRM model and the SNM model), but also the learning of fine-grained characteristic of users.
•
We formulate an optimization model to maximize the cache hit ratio based on the human-like hybrid caching architecture. To solve this optimization problem, using multi-arm bandit theory, we propose human-like hybrid caching algorithm.
• Extensive simulations are carried out to evaluate the performance of the human-like hybrid caching scheme. The results show that the cache hit ratio of the human-like hybrid caching scheme increased by about 40% and 20% compared with the random caching algorithm and the popular caching algorithm under different file library size and cache capacity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we introduce the human-like caching architecture. The system model and problem formulation are described in Section III. In Section IV, we propose a human-like hybrid caching algorithm to solve the optimization problem. The simulation results are shown in Section V. And finally, Section VI concludes the paper and delineates future work.
HUMAN-LIKE CACHING ARCHITECTURE IN SOFTWARE-DEFINED EDGE CLOUD
In this section, we introduce the human-like hybrid caching architecture based on the software-defined edge cloud.
The Concept of Human-Like Hybrid Caching
The human-like hybrid caching concept is shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically, human-like caching is established by imitating the memory system of the human brain. Human memory is divided into two categories, i.e., emergency memory and recurrent memory [19] , [20] . Emergency memory is the proactive memory of people for an event in an emergency. The number of these events is small because they have a very low probability of occurrence. However, these events are unforgettable and conform to the characteristics of deep memory. For example, if a person experiences an earthquake, and some tips on earthquake prevention have helped him in this earthquake, then he will passively remember these tips and these tips are unforgettable to him. Moreover, if he experienced another earthquake, he can not help recalling these tips. Recurrent memory refers to events that occur repeatedly. The utilization of chopsticks is an example of this because people often use chopsticks in their daily life, and they remember this event proactively. Events in recurrent memory occur with a high probability, people proactively remember them.
For edge cloud, the popularity of user requested content is taken as an example to describe the human-like hybrid caching based on software-defined edge cloud. Specifically, we divide the cached file library in the edge cloud into IRM library and SNM library. The contents cached in the IRM library correspond to static user requests, which comply with a Zipf distribution and are easy to predict. While the contents that are cached in the SNM library correspond to dynamic user requests are difficult to predict, and they are temporary. The proposed human-like caching system can be viewed as a human-like agent on an edge cloud. When a user request is sent to this to this agent, this agent checks whether the contents being requested is cached on the edge cloud, and the contents will be sent to the user if it is.
Human-like Hybrid Caching Architecture

The software defined edge cloud
Nowadays, the SDN technology has been widely used in various fields. Based on the SDN technology, the control plane and the data plane can be separated. In this paper, in order to implement the human-like hybrid caching strategy, we utilize the software defined edge cloud consisting of three parts, i.e., data plane, control plane and user plane. The data plane is responsible for the collection of users content require and edge cloud resources (including communication, computing and storage resources). The control plane is composed of SDN controller which is used to process the data collected by data plane. The user plane can learn user characteristics (e.g., user mobility).
Furthermore, in the software-defined edge cloud, the data plane receives the requests for content and the status of network resources, and the controller of the control plane makes centralized and overall cache optimization for user requests. We call the control plane of human-like hybrid caching architecture the learning module. The data plane is called the data collection module. Next, we describe the human-like hybrid caching architecture in software-defined edge cloud in detail.
The flow of human-like hybrid caching
In this paper, we propose the human-like hybrid caching architecture is shown in Fig. 2(a) . There are two modules in the humanlike caching architecture, i.e., data collection module and humanlike learning module. The data collection module on the edge cloud is responsible for receiving and storing user requests in a period of time. The human-like learning module is responsible for analyzing the requested data. In the human-like learning module, classification is conducted to the content requests, and the similar requests are classified into one category. Specifically, in this paper, we use the popularity distribution of file requests to classify the content. And, the requested content will be allocated to the IRM if the popularity distribution is static. If the popularity distribution is time-varying and dynamic, then these requests are allocated to the SNM.
Furthermore, the flow of human-like hybrid caching is as follows: we first predict the distribution and classification of the user content request, i.e., when a user requests content, an analysis of historical data is used to obtain the classification of user requests. Then, based on the content fine-grained characteristic indicator and content popularity of IRM and SNM, we formulate an optimization model to select the file with the highest cache hit ratio, and cache it on the edge cloud. Thus, when a user requests content in next caching cycle time slot, the category of this user request is analyzed in the human-like learning module, and the corresponding contents are provided to the user. Finally, this user request will be stored in the edge cloud. Then, the above cache selection steps will be repeated.
Therefore, the human-like hybrid caching architecture is not only an integrated proactive and passive caching strategy, but also comprehensively takes into account the fine-grained characteristics of the content requested by the user. The optimal contents are cached in the edge cloud, and if a user in the communication range of the edge cloud has requests for the cached content, then the content is provided to the user faster and the user experience is improved.
Human-like learning model
From what has been discussed above, the key technology of human-like hybrid caching architecture is the learning module in control plane. The human-like learning module is shown in the Fig. 2(b) which includes learning content characteristic and file popularity. The first is learning fine-grained characteristic of the content, then learning file popularity (i.e., IRM content or SNM content). Next, we give a detailed introduction.
First, we consider the impact of content characteristics on edge cloud caching strategy. The content characteristics have an import influence on the content requested by the user. For example, there are two content in the content library, i.e., content A and content B, and the the probability of request for contents A is higher than that of request for contents B, but the size of contents A is larger than that contents B. In addition, the transmission bandwidth of contents A is larger than that of contents B. Therefore, if we cache the content B in edge cloud, there will be more storage capacity and transmission bandwidth to cache more contents that would be requested by a user, thus improving the overall cache hit ratio.
Then, we explain how to learn the file popularity. Specifically, we need to determine whether these content requests follow a model of IRM or that of SNM, and the proportion of each model. Since the content requests in compliance with IRM and SNM may be not the same, we can not just divide the storage space of the edge cloud equally. Therefore, based on the historical data collected from the edge cloud, we use learning method to predict the proportion of IRM and SNM types, and then to predict the probability of popularity of each request. Thus, a corresponding proportion of caching space is reserved on the caching library of the edge cloud.
SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, based on the content popularity model and finegrained user characteristic model, we formulate the optimization problem aiming at the maximum cache hit ratio.
System Overview
In this paper, we consider a software-defined edge cloud network, which includes an edge cloud and U users. The user set is defined as U = {1, 2, · · · , U }. We denote C as the cache capacity of the edge cloud. We consider that the file library contains F files. Let F = {1, 2, · · · , F } denote the set of all files in the file library, and the size of file f is c f . Each user will randomly and independently request files from the file library.
For the content caching, considering the limited storage capacity of edge cloud, only part of the contents can be selected to cache. If the content requested by a user is cached in edge cloud, then this user is called as a caching hit user. In this paper, our goal is to maximize cache hit ratio, that is, the proportion of caching-hit contents in the total amount of contents contentss requested by a user. If a user is not a caching-hit user, then this user will obtain contentss from the remote cloud.
Furthermore, according to the human-like hybrid caching architecture, we divide the request pattern as SNM and IRM. Let N S and N I denote the amounts of these two kinds of requests, respectively. Thus, we can separate the file library into two parts, i.e., SNM file library and IRM library. Let F S = {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S N S } denote the set of all files whose request model obeys SNM, and F I = {I 1 , I 2 , · · · , I N I } denote the set of all files whose request model obeys IRM. In addition, the proportions of these two kinds of requests are recorded as W S and W I , which as follows:
where E[N S ], E[N I ] is the expectation of N S and N I , respectively. The reason for the expectation here is that the cache strategy estimates the number of requests of files every other period of time. Thus, when the user requests enter the human-like hybrid caching module, we first distinguish which kind of the user request belong to.
Fine-grained Content Characteristic Model
The fine-grained characteristic model of user requested content is as follows. When a user content request is sent to the data collection module on the edge cloud, the request will be transmitted to the human-like learning module for analysis. Then, the classification is conducted according to the user requests. Specifically, these contents can be divided into SNM contents and IRM contents, and fine-grained characteristic extraction is carried out. Thus, we can obtain the fine-grained Characteristic of contents.
The fine-grained characteristic indicators of content include the size of the user requested content, category (e.g., film, TV plays, music pieces), content transmission bandwidth, the value of the content. Here, the value means the evaluation of requested content by users. For example, for the score of a film, and if a film is a popular, a low score of the film. Specifically, let Θ f denote the characteristic indicator space of requested content f with a dimension of D. For the fine-grained characteristic indicator of the requested content, we regularize them to the [0, 1] range, as shown in the below:
Thus, we use θ f to represent the fine-grained characteristics of content on the human-like hybrid caching model.
Content Popularity Model
Based on the different request model of users for the file library, we give the cache hit ratio of SNM and IRM content. We first give the popularity and cache hit ratio of IRM content. According to the human-like hybrid caching architecture, the IRM content request pattern conform to Zipf distribution, which as follow
where the parameter δ is the popularity skewness.
Furthermore, we denote y I f as whether the IRM content I f requested by the user is to be cached in the edge cloud. If y I f = 1, the IRM content I f is cached in the edge cloud. If y I f = 0, the IRM content is not cached in the edge cloud. According to [21] , the cache hit ratio of IRM content can be obtained as follows:
Thus, we obtain the cache hit ratio of IRM content. From the (5), we can get that the more popularity of IRM files, the higher the cache hit ratio of content. Then, for the SNM content, let V denote the number of requests for SNM content S f , which is assumed to be independent identically distributed. According to [22] , V conforms to the following Pareto distribution:
where N min is the minimum number of requests corresponding to all SNM requested contents, v ≥ N min and parameters β(β > 1) is the popularity skewness. Furthermore, in order to calculate the cache hit ratio for contents requested by a user that conform to SNM, we define λ(t) to express the content request rate over time, and the expectation of V , E[V ] < ∞. In addition, we define φ V (x) = E[e xV ] to represent the moment generating function of V , and the first-order derivative is shown as follows:
Reference to Che's approximation [11] , the traditional computing method of cache hit ratio for the SNM is as follows:
dτ (8) where, T C is the unique solution to the following equation:
However, this calculation method is complex and does not take into account fine-grained content characteristics, Thus, in this paper, we use online algorithms to learn the popularity of SNM. Furthermore, we define y S f to indicate whether the SNM content S f requested by the user is to be cached in the edge cloud.
If y S f = 1, the content S f is cached in the edge cloud. If y S f = 0, the content is not cached in the edge cloud. Then we can obtain cache hit ratio of SNM contents as follows:
where µ S f (θ S f ) is the popularity of the SNM content S f , which can be obtained through online algorithm.
Problem Formulation
We formulate the human-like hybrid content caching problem. First, based on the cache hit ratio of IRM content and SNM content, we can obtain the cache hit ratio of all files as follows:
Furthermore, the human-like hybrid caching optimization problem can be obtained as follows:
C2 :
where the objective function is to maximize the cache hit ratio. The first constraint C1 indicates that the y I f and y S f are 0 or 1. The C2 constraint indicates that the cached content can not exceed the total storage of edge cloud.
For the optimization problem P1, if we already know the proportion of IRM content and SNM content, and the corresponding popularity, the optimization problem P1 is a typical 0-1 integer optimization which can be solved. However, in practice, the popularity of SNM contents is time-varying, and the cache hit ratio of SNM content is related to the fine-grained characteristic indexes of user requested, which need online learning. Thus, in order to solve the optimization problem P1, we use the multi-arm bandit theory give the human-like hybrid caching scheme.
HUMAN-LIKE HYBRID CACHING SCHEME
In this section, we use a combination of neural networks and reinforcement learning to solve optimization problem P1, and propose the human-like hybrid caching scheme.
Cache Capacity Allocation Prediction
For the cache capacity allocation prediction, we adopt a neural network model to predict which model a user request conforms to. Specifically, we first divide T C into T time periods, and all the user requested contents in the caching cycle are collected. The user content requests are classified according to the distribution types of the IRM and the SNM, and N t S and N t I are calculated. Then, we can obtain W t S and W t I . Finally, these historical data are made as training datasets. The trained neural network model is adopted to predict the probability of IRM contetn, and the predicted probability is made according to the estimated value of W I and W S = 1 − W I . In this paper, we use the neural network model proposed in [11] to predict the proportion of the cache capacity allocation. Thus, we can obtain the W I and W S .
Human-like Hybrid Caching Algorithm
We present the analysis of the caching scheme from the IRM content and the SNM content. First, for the IRM content, due to the long life cycle of the IRM file library, the file popularity changes little over time, so for IRM content, we select the cache content directly by popularity sort. As for the SNM contents, the life cycle is short, and the total request number is large. Thus, we can divide the cache cycle period into small time periods, where the number change in SNM content can be ignored. Therefore, we use reinforcement learning to select cached files. Specifically, in this paper, we design a human-like hybrid caching algorithm by learning fine-grained characteristic and content popularity, where the influence of the fine-grained characteristic and content popularity on content selection are taken into consideration. Next, we describe the human-like hybrid caching algorithm in detail.
As shown in the Algorithm 1, first, we make T and F as the input of the algorithm, where T represents the number of Algorithm 1 Human-like hybrid caching algorithm Input: T , F 1: Initialization: for all f ∈ F, set N f = 0 , P S hit (t) = 0, r f , A = 0, B r f = Bern(r f ), where Bern is Bernoulli distribution, and the fine-grained characteristic is θ. 2: for t = 1, · · · , T do 3:
Observe the candidate subset of file library F S (t) at time slot t, and the number of F S (t) is N t , i.e., |F S (t)| = N t
4:
if any content f ∈ F S (t) has not been cached then 5: Caching content f once. 6: Update the caching hit ratio P S hit (t), and the x S f,t according to the observation 7: Update r t,f = 1 − P S hit (t, f )/P S hit,max (t, f ) 8:
Update A t,f = 1 9:
10:
Update N f (t) = N f (t) + 1 11:
Observe fine-grained characteristic indexes x f,t and caching hit ratio P S hit (t) 13: Calculate the caching hit ratio according tõ
14:
Select content f to cache according to
16:
Update
Update A t,f = 1 and the x S f,t according to the observation 18: Update B r t,f = A t,f r t,f 19:
21:
end while 22: end if 23: end for time periods divided by the entire cache cycle. In the initialization stage of the algorithm, we define the N f as the number of times of caching the content f . The weight of cache hit ratio of content f is defined as r f , which is a random number between [0,1]. r t,f is the value of r f at time slot t. In addition, we set up a finegrained characteristic θ, and the element at time slot t is x S f,t . This indicates the degree to which the fine-grained characteristic indexes of the requested content of f at the time slot t have an impact on the cache hit ratio. Furthermore, we set the cache hit ratio P S hit,f = 0. The parameters A and B r f are the coefficients of the effect of requested content on cache hit ratio. In fact, A is equivalent to a actions in reinforcement learning. A t,f and B r t,f are the value of A and B r f at time slot t, respectively.
Second, we need to get the initial cache hit ratio for each candidate content in the file library. So we record the cache hit ratio of SNM content in the SNM file library F S (t) at the first time slot, and update x S f,t ,P S hit (t, f ) = P S hit (t, f ), whereP S hit (t, f ) is the average cache hit ratio of the selected cache content. Then update the parameter as follows:
After the first time slot, the cache content f is selected according to (15) and (16) 
is used to balance the exploration and exploitation of this algorithm. From the (16) , it can be concluded that when the cache hit ratiō P S hit (t, f ) of file f is high or the exploration times N f (t − 1) are low, the cache probability of this file is higher. Since the IRM content popularity changes slowly, we select y I f based on the popularity of the IRM content. Thus, the (16) is equivalent to the following
Finally, we use (17) and (19) to update every parameter, as shown below:
. (19) Furthermore, when the file size of the cache exceeds the edge cloud storage capacity, the cache placement is terminated.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present the simulation experiment and verify the human-like hybrid algorithm.
Simulation Setup and Comparison Algorithm
First, we give the system simulation settings. Specifically, we assume that the total caching cycle is divided into 600 time slots, i.e, T = 600. For the content library, we set the number of contents in the file library to |F| = 150. The total number of contents belong to SNM is N S = W S |F|. Since the total number for requests for SNM content is larger than IRM content, according to the cache allocation model, we obtain W S = 0.8. Furthermore, we set the cache capacity of edge cloud C = 30. For the Algorithm 1, we set the parameters β = 2. Furthermore, for the content popularity, since the file library of the SNM is time-varying, a single content request data could use the Pareto distribution to simulate the cache hit rate of 600 time periods. Furthermore, according to [11] , the popularity of a single content per time period is consistent with the Zipf distribution. For content fine-grained characteristics, we use real data sets [23] . Thus, we can obtain the content popularity of all requests for a time slot.
Then, we compare human-like hybrid caching algorithm with random caching and popular caching algorithms. The details are as follows:
• Random caching algorithm. The random caching algorithm randomly select content to cache in edge cloud. Thus, this algorithm takes neither the fine-grained characteristic of user nor the content popularity into account.
• Popular caching algorithm [7] . The popular caching algorithm select the most popularity content to cache in the edge cloud. However, this algorithm does not consider the fine-grained characteristics of user. 
Impact of File Library
First, we evaluated the cache hit ratio and cumulative learning regret under different number of file library, as shown in Fig. 3 . The cumulative regret refers to the difference between the benefit of each selected cache content and the benefit of the file with the highest cache hit ratio [24] . In this experiment, we set T = 600, and the cache capacity is 40. Fig. 3 indicates that the human-like hybrid caching algorithm is significantly better than the random and popular cache algorithms in cache hit ratio and cumulative learning regret. For example, in terms of cache hit rate, when the size of the file library is 90, compared with random cache algorithm and popular algorithm, the human like cache strategy is improved by 40% and 20% respectively. This is because humanlike hybrid caching algorithm not only considers the content popularity, but also considers the fine-grained characteristic of users. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , with the increase of the number of file library, the cache hit ratio of the human-like hybrid cache algorithm decreases. This is because with the increase of the file library, the number of files that users can request increases, but the cache capacity of the edge cloud does not change. Moreover, Fig. 3(b) indicates that with the increase of the number of file libraries, the cumulative learning regret of human-like hybrid caching decreases gradually. Thus, through Fig. 3 , we can obtain that the human-like hybrid caching algorithm is more practical because the file library in reality is generally large.
Impact of Caching Capacity
Then, we study the impact of cache capacity on the cache hit ratio and cumulative learning regret, as shown in the Fig. 4 . In this experiment, we set the size of the file library to be 150, and obtain the cache hit ratio and cumulative learning regret corresponding to different cache capacity at T = 600. From Fig. 4 , we can see that the human-like hybrid caching algorithm has higher cache hit ratio and lower regret under different cache capacity.
Furthermore, from Fig. 4(a) , we can see that the cache hit ratio became higher as the cache capacity became bigger. This is because as the size of cache capacity increases, the edge cloud can cache more content, thus improving the cache hit ratio. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , the cumulative learning regret increases with the cache capacity of edge cloud. This can be explained as more cache files are added with the increase of cache capacity, and every cache file will bring learning regret. Therefore, the humanlike hybrid algorithm is superior to random and popular algorithms under different size of cache capacity.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first introduce the human-like hybrid caching architecture in software-defined edge cloud. Then, in view of the content popularity model and user fine-grained characteristic model, we formulate the optimization problem of maximum cache hit ratio. In order to solve this problem, we propose a hybrid human-like algorithm based on reinforcement learning. Extensive experiments show that the human-like caching algorithm significantly outperforms the random caching algorithm and popular caching algorithm. Furthermore, we show the impact of file library and cache capacity on cache hit ratio. The result shows that our scheme is 20% better than the popular caching algorithm. In future work, we will consider both user and content fine-grained to further improve the cache hit ratio. 
